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Documentary Links
This History Day documentary is available to view online through the following link or links:

1. https://youtu.be/5EW0Iby0lPQ
2. https://lwsd-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/personal/sapatra_lwsd_org/ETgLwh0jIE9ChzBx8TDu5HgBZLJvBinLzT6HCIYsdOZfGA?
e=mwqf93
3.
Students must provide at least one working link. However, students are encouraged to also provide one
or two backup links in case the judges experience problems with the first link.

Process Paper
I started my NHD journey in September. Me and my class spent a month doing some preliminary
research on topics that we thought would be interesting to us. I wanted to do something scientific, because
many barriers are broken by the discovery of new things in science. However, this was not meant to be, as
any scientific discovery that I could think was either not interesting, already taken, or too broad. It took a
bit longer for me to decide on a topic. In October, I was talking with my parents about some foreign
affairs stuff, and we crossed over the UN. I had done Model United Nations in sixth grade, and I quite
enjoyed the experience. I realized that the UN was a great topic and decided to pursue it in my research.
I did a lot of preliminary research in October, but the real time that my research exploded was in
mid-November. We went to the UW libraries for a day, and there, I found a plethora of books on the UN
and its founding. It was the perfect place for me, as there were a variety of books that were older and had
better accounts of the original conferences that could help me in my research. These books provided the
foundation for my research, and from there, I could build up my knowledge of my topic.
I began considering a medium to present my work in December. When the project was first
introduced, I immediately latched onto the solo documentary category. However, I had the chance to
consider my choices better in December. I realized that a documentary would be a lot of work, and it
would also be highly competitive. A paper was appealing, too, but the documentary was a new and
intriguing format for me. There are a lot of pictures of the road to the creation of the UN, and the
documentary was a great medium to present all these pictures. Thus, I stuck with documentary as the final
format for my hard work. I started the grind in January, and was able to write a script, annotate my
sources, and finish my documentary just in time to present to my teacher.
The UN embodies breaking barriers. It exists so that nations can come together and discuss the
problems of the world like civilized humans, unlike the wars and empires that reigned before it. The UN
is constantly breaking barriers between countries so that they can negotiate and come to a common

ground on foreign affairs. It is the first to do so, and this breaks a barrier the same way a world record
does. The work that the UN does makes it a behemoth of a barrier-breaker, and yet people are still
oblivious to its feats. This is the reason that I researched it for so many months: so that I could showcase
the work the UN does day in and day out to keep the citizens of the world safe.
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This source provided a very, very basic idea for the SFO Conference. This source
was used only for some very scarce research, mainly for corroboration and summary
purposes.
“Security Council.” Geopolitics, thegeopolitics.com/why-are-there-only-5-permanent-seats-onthe-un-security-council/.
This source was a picture of the Security Council that I used in my video

UNICEF. United Press International, www.upi.com/Top_News/World-News/2016/07/29/UNhumanitarian-aid-convoy-ambushed-in-Borno-Nigeria/2071469798544/.
This picture shows a man outside a UNICEF tent in Nigeria. I used this to show
some example of the UN helping out that people might not have known about.
“Yalta Conference (Feb 4-11, 1945) Summary & Facts.” Totally History, 14 May 2013,
totallyhistory.com/yalta-conference/. Accessed 7 Feb. 2020.
This source was used for the background of my research on the Yalta Conference.
I then corroborated the evidence and built on it with other sources. I questioned the
source’s credibility at first, but it seemed fine after checking on more credible sources
later on.

*I had some other books that gave a general overview of the United Nations, but
they didn’t teach me anything I hadn’t learned already. These include some books from
the UW Libraries, but the only book that contained high-quality and relevant information
is cited above in my primary sources. I chose not to cite the other books due to their lack
of useful info.

